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1 UNRRA
The abbreviation UNRRA stands for the United Nations
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration. This organization
was established on the proposal of American President Frank-
lin Delano Roosevelt. On November 9, 1943 deputies from
44 countries, which were fighting against a common enemy –
Nazi Germany and its allies-gathered in the White House in
Washington. There they signed an agreement to establish
UNRRA (for Czechoslovakia the document was signed by
Jan Masaryk, foreign minister in the Czechoslovak govern-
ment-in-exile). The fundamental idea was to establish mutual
economic cooperation in the post-war period, and to assist in
rehabilitating and renewing war-devastated countries. Partici-
pation in reconstruction was not a part of UNRRA activities,
and there was no long-term cooperation in economic pro-
grams and agreements. The aim of this cooperation was
to use world resources to help the countries immediately
affected by the war, countries which did not have their
own resources to recover from the consequences of World
War II. In the period of urgent assistance (so-called relief),
UNRRA primarily supplied food, clothing, and medicine.
The program, contributed to some supplementary health
and socio-political services, and cooperated repatriating refu-
gees dispersed all round the world.
In the period of renewal (so-called rehabilitation),
UNRRA supplied the liberated countries with goods needed
to rehabilitate their production and transport networks. For
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The Second World War was the most devastating war in history. Millions of people died, countless cities were destroyed and economic
recovery was one of the most important problems dealt with in past-war conferences. The US needed an economically stable Europe, and for
this reason they started preparing a recovery program before the war came to an end. One of the most important programs was UNRRA.
UNRRA consisted of two parts – relief and rehabilitation. An important part of rehabilitation was the Fellowships Program, which was the
first international scholarship program after the Second World War. This program provided scholarships for specialists from every country
that received help from UNRRA. These specialists returned to their own country after their residency and helped with the recovery. This was
the main reason for the Fellowships program.
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example, seeds, fertilizers, raw materials, fishing gear, in-
dustrial machinery and parts were supplied. UNRRA also
contributed to the renewal of important installations such as
waterworks, electric power plants and gasworks, restoration
of the infrastructure and procurement of materials for renew-
ing educational institutions.
2 Fellowship program
In addition to these joint activities, UNRRA worked on
developing advanced science and engineering in the war-af-
flicted countries. The leaders of this organization clearly
realized that countries occupied for a long time by the enemy
face a shortage of well-qualified people. Originally, UNRRA
sent all sorts of experts to the war-devastated countries. They
trained local specialists, and thus accelerated the rehabilita-
tion process in the devastated countries. The experts also
brought the local scientific communities into contact with the
latest technical, scientific and medical discoveries. In spite of
this creditable activity, the measures were considered tem-
porary because the seven years of imposed separation of
scholars and scientific workers from other scientific and spe-
cialist communities could not be made good by short-term
specialized discussions.
The council of UNRRA decided to run a scholarship
program that would enable engineers, experts, doctors and
scientific workers to acquaint themselves with the latest
achievements in their spheres. Thus, the UNRRA Fellowship
Program was established. The UNRRA relief recipient coun-
tries were given an opportunity to send specialists to theUSA,
Canada and Great Britain to learn about the latest advances
made by their colleagues and to implement the experience
that they acquired in their home countries. Scholarship hold-
ers, who had been proposed by the government itself, were
appointed as UNRRA experts when they returned home.
A total of 155 six-month and nine-month scholarships
were provided. Czechoslovakia obtained 21 scholarship
places for its candidates. Eighteen were sent to the USA and
Canada, and only three went to France and Great Britain.
Each grant holder was given some training and other
introductory courses. Then he/she was sent to a department,
institution or factory where he/she studied and specialize in a
specific topic. Many of the scholars took specialized courses at
a university. All were required to write a concluding report,
which had the following structure: 1) program studies, 2) ac-
quired technical and scientific information, 3) proposals for
aid and renewal of his/her scope in his/her homeland; 4) list
of places he/she studied at, 5) list of special literature and
facilities. The UNRRA council sent this final report to the
government of the scholarship holder.
The candidates who successfully passed the courses re-
ceived a letter from UNRRA (a Certificate of Merit), signed
personally by the Director-General.
In addition, UNRRA prepared a plan to improve in-
-hospital care. In six European countries, including Czecho-
slovakia, about 100 nurses were chosen to go to the United
State, where they were trained in the latest methods. All
expenses for a three-month stay were covered by UNRRA.
3 Conclusion
It should be pointed out that this was the first large-scale
grant program of its kind after World War II. Despite all
the difficulties, it met people’s expectations. UNRRA Direc-
tor-General L. W. Rookse provided proof of this. On his
European tour, he proclaimed that: “The returning grant
holders teach, conduct studies, reorganize and are very val-
ued persons in the renewal process of their own countries. In
many European countries the recovery often depends on the
technical guidance and efficiency of that handful of educated
men and women.”
The significance of these activities was tremendous; the
scholarship holders from the recipient countries were able
to enter into personal relations, exchange opinions and ex-
perience, and also to become familiar with technical and
scientific progress in countries away from the battlefields. The
experience and results of this first scholarship program es-
tablished a model for international organizations, e.g.,
UNESCO, which was developing similar concepts of scholar-
ship programs at that time.
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Field Total No. in U.S.A.
Health 25 16
Penicillin 5 5
Welfare 20 18
Public services 6 5
Agricultural rehabilitation 32 27
Industrial rehabilitation 67 55
TOTAL 155 126
Table 1: Fields of study of UNRRA Fellowships holders
